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Samenvatting Issues in Global economics
Lecture 1: Introduction – 4/10/2018
Global policy issues
Global policy issues are about large scale changes creating problems requiring multinational or global
collective action.
➔ F.ex.: global warming, acid rain (= zure regen), ...
➔ F.ex.: the climate : the climate influences a lot of countries (the world) so it is not possible to
resolve this problem locally, it has to be fixed with the whole world.
Global changes usually implies systemic interactions between economic, social, demographic,
ecological and geopolitical variables.
Characteristics of “global policy issues” :
(1) Complexity
(2) Uncertainty

Two big forces
1. “The demographic explosion” (7.6 billion in 2017) stretches the planet to the limit and leads
to unprecedented stresses.
- Land and resource use : urbanization, deforestation, reduced biodiversity, food, energy ,
depletion of fisheries (= uitputting van visserijen)
- Social issues : conflicts, poverty, migration, ageing
➔ The population has increased incredibly over the past years, and it continues to do so. This
involves problems for food production: the world loses to much water to satisfy the demand,
depletion of fisheries, …
➔ We ran out of sources !

2. “The globalised world economy” is driven by technological progress and “hyperglobalisation”
- Technological change with opportunities for faster, cheaper, new and innovative
products, services and processes.
- Broadly unregulated international trade & capital markets but huge barriers to mobility
of people.

➔ Everything in the world gets more connected and more globalised which brings a lot of
technological advantages and an increase in production capacity. Goods, services and money
are easy to transport but people aren’t! The world is very interested in opening the economy
for example for funds etc, but they are not that open to approve immigration.
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The “new” world economy
Three important factors which created the political space of the actual “hyper-globalised” world
economy:
(1) The end of “the Bretton Woods framework” (1944-1971)
(2) The blind belief in the market (neo-liberalism in 1980s)
o Neo-liberalism : we have to reduce the influence of the government.
(3) Het end of the communism (Berlin 1989-1990)
The reality check of 2008 has opened the eyes of some world leaders:
-

Financial crisis, economic crisis, …

The “new world economy” is changing very quickly. Having information allows you to influence
peoples decisions!
The features of the “news” world economy:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Speed and agility
Capita land goods (but not people) flowing across national boundaries
High degree of knowledge and information intensity
hyprcompetitive

Unprecedented stresses
Everything is changing in the new world economy:
▪

▪
▪
▪

growing disparties between rich and poor
o the gap between rich and poor in many countries -> extreme poverty has declined
substantially over the past years but the rich people became even more rich. That means
that the gap is still growing
pressure on resources (climate, resource, food, water…)
pressure on social structures (volatility, turbulence and fragility)
the need for individuals, businesses, civil society and governments to adapt to rapidly
changing rules of the game.

Unprecedented challenges
The demography and the new world economy create unprecedented urgent challenges for
civilisations :
▪
▪
▪

to be faced within decades
with action delay times of many years
requiring decisions
➢ with a global or large scale impact
➢ in a VUCA world (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous)

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” – Brundtland Commission, 1987
➢ People living today, have a descent life. But we have to make sure that the following
generations can live a descent life too.
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Categories of global issues (Rischard, 2002)
We have to make a distinction between 4 different types of global issues:
(1) Planet : issues that have to do with how we share our planet.
▪ what are we going to do about the global warming?
▪ How can we make sure the planet gets healthy again?
▪ Fisheries depletion, deforestation, water deficits, …
(2) Humanity: issues that have to do with how we share our humanity (social and economic)
▪ Are we going to tolerate that millions of people live in poverty?
▪ Immigration issues
▪ Health, peace and conflicts
(3) Rule book: issues that have to do with how we share our rule book (legal and regulatory)
▪ How are we going to organize international trade?
▪ How are we going to organize international finance?
▪ Labour & migration, intellectual property rights…
(4) Values: issues that have to do with how we share our values
▪ Most rich countries have democracy, poor countries have other systems but should
we have in every country in the world the same system?
▪ Human rights
▪ Gender equality
▪ Liberty

Key players
States are (still) major players but are not the only ones, in search of solutions or management of
global policy issues.
States are not the same as nations!
➢ Nations are people of the same ethnicity, language, religion, customs, history, …
➢ States have four characteristics :
(1) Territory
(2) Government
(3) Patriotism
(4) International recognition
➔ Belgium is a state, but not a nation. We have three different languages, namely Flemish,
French and German.
Other players are businesses, civil society (NGOs, trade unions, consumer organisations, action
groups, …), social network grouping (Facebook, Twitter, mobile phones, … ) and multinational
organisations.

The struggling state
The state is the traditional institution to deal with international (global) issues, but it is struggling
with the “new” reality.
➢ The state is a 17th century invention (a concept of sovereignty)
➢ Most states are multinational and multicultural because of phenomenon’s like globalisation,
immigration, …
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The traditional state has sovereignty over :
-

Its environment
Its economic system
Its political system

Relations with other sovereign states are organised by:
-

Diplomacy
Trade agreements
Treaties (=verdragen)

Governance is in the hands of a government
-

Democracy
Anocracy (mix of democracy and autocracy)
Totalitarian regime (autocracy)

But the state has lost sovereignty -> The European Union has taken some of these powers
New reality implies a state with less sovereignty over :
-

Environment
Political system
Economic system

Governance is shared with :
-

Other states or alliances (EU)
Business
Civil society (unions)

Challenges to the international system
(1) The state as a unit of defence ?
Nuclear weapons and intercontinental missiles (=raketten) put an end to the idea that one’s
armed forces are powerful enough to defend the national heartland (=nationaal kerngebied).
(2) The state as a unit of authority?
Sovereignty is eroded (=uitgehold) by a lot of treaties.
(3) The state as a unit of collective identity?
The state as a relatively homogeneous entity is undermined by migration, devolution,
globalisation, global civil society groups, …
(4) The state as a unit of economic activity?
The dynamics of globalisation throws up questions about power and authority (especially
over businesses)
(5) The state as a unit of political independence ?
No alternative to interdependence and growth of international institutions and global
governance.
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Four different views on “world order”
There are different logics between countries based on four different views
(1) The European view: Westphalian peace born in the 17th century in Europe
- Balance in international affairs
(2) The Islamic view: religious supremacy of political Islam
- Expansion over regions populated by unbelievers
(3) The Chinese view: central imperium philosophy
- “all under heaven” tributary
(4) The American view: democratic idealism
- “city on a hill”

Instruments of governance
(1) Treaties and conventions
➢ Positive : Good instruments for bilateral and regional issues. It works well for issues
between small groups, but is much more difficult to use between multiple countries.
▪ More different views make it more difficult. To come up with a single
solution
➢ Negative : slow process of government agreement, ratification (=bekrachtiging),
implementation, control and enforcement
(2) Intergovernmental conferences (ICGs)
➢ Positive : It is a good instrument for specific issues, ritualistic, declarations. It is also
effective for raising awareness.
➢ Negative : it is a weak instrument when we want to solve a global problem or an
issue concerning management.

(3) G7, G8, G20 and similar groupings of countries
➢ Often reactive, too broad scope, exclusiveness, …
(4) Global multilaterals
➢ Political aspect: United Nations, Organization for Economic Corporation and
development,…
➢ Ruling aspect : International Monetary Fund, World Bank, World Trade Organization,
…
(5) Networked governance
➢ European Union and the Open Method of Coordination1

1

OMC is a relatively new and intergovernmental means of government in the European Union, based on the
voluntary cooperation of its member states. The open method rests on soft law mechanisms such as guidelines
and indicators, benchmarking and sharing of best practice. This means that there are no official sanctions for
laggards. Rather, the method’s effectiveness relies on a form of peer pressure and naming and shaming, as no
member state wants to be seen as the worst in a given policy area.
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Global turning points: economy & business
The power balance concerning economy & policy between countries is changing
•

•
•

Emerging and developing economies account for nearly half of total world output
➢ Redistribution of geo-economic power
➢ Reduction in poverty
Emerging and developing economies own ¾ of all foreign exchange reserves
➢ Potential for systemic global financial disruption
Nearly 1/3 of multinational firms are emerging market multinationals
➢ Enhanced competition in global industries
➢ New hubs of decision making (BRICS)

Global turning points: society & demography
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population ageing (inverted age pyramids)
➢ Change in consumer, social and political behaviour
More people live in cities than in rural ares
➢ Growing urban challenges
Africa and South Asia fastest growing populations
➢ Global redistribution of consumption and geo-economic power
More people suffer from obesity than from hunger
Income inequality within countries on the rise
➢ Growing social problems and political strife
Poverty on the decline
➢ Improved life opportunities

Global turning points: politics
•

•

Budget deficits and sovereign debt are a bigger problem in rich than in emerging and
developing countries
➢ Further austerity (strengheid)
➢ Decline in state capacity
➢ Financial tensions
Declining legitimacy and capacity of the state
➢ Reduced ability to deal with problems, local and global
➢ Social unrest: political revolts, state retrenchment (bezuinigingen), inequality
➢ Failed states
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War and technology
Abuse of technology and the arms race:
•
•
•

The development of the atomic bomb during WWII and the post-war Soviet nuclear
capability triggered an arms race between the US and the Soviet Union
The advantage of a first strike (von Neumann recommendation) was lost in the 1950s (deep
bunkers, submarines, …)
MAD (mutually assured destruction) strategy kept the peace after WWII during the Cold war
period
o A first strike would not eliminate the nukes of the enemy, who could then retaliate;
hence, a first strike is suicide

Arms reduction:
•
•

•

Massive military build-up under US President Ronald Reagan (1981) and his Strategic
Defense Initiative (“Star Wars”) undermined the MAD equilibrium
The cost of this race (and other factors) ultimately led to the collapse of the Soviet Union
and an agreement (between the US and Russia) on a massive reduction of war heads and an
“end” to the arms race
Arms race is an example of an “escalation game”
o This is comparable to the Dollar Auction: an auction where the highest bidder has to
pay and gets the prize, but also the second highest bidder has to pay but gets
nothing in return!

On war:
•

•

Many theories on war but (socio)biologist E.O. Wilson sees evolution as a two-level
competitive “struggle for life”
o Competition between groups (fostering human traits for cooperation) (eusocial
species)
o Competition between individuals within a group (fostering traits for competition
with others)
War is an ultimate form of competition between groups
o Von Clausewitz, On War (1836): “War is merely a continuation of politics by other
means”

Some facts on war:
•
•

Spending on the military (2017)
o 1.7 trillion USD (equivalent to 2.2% of world GDP, or 230 USD per person)
Since WWII about 150 wars
o 90% in the developing world (territorial, ethnic, social, ... (resource curse!)
o Resource wars (Gulf Wars), ethnic wars (civil wars, Arab-Israeli conflicts), failed
states (Yugoslavia, Libya, Syria, Iraq, ...), anti-terrorism (Afghanistan, IS, …)
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*slightly more than a
third is spend by the US
*China spends a lot too
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Characteristics of modern wars:
•

•

More civilians are killed than soldiers
o 1900-1950: 50% of war related dead civilians, 60s 65%, 80s 76%, 90s 90%, …
o Rupert Smith (2005), The Utility of Force. The Art of War in the Modern World: “war
amongst the people”
Technology greatly enhanced the destructive capacity of weapons (accuracy, penetration
ability, rates of fire, automation, armour, drones, …)

Positive and negative signs on war:
•

•

•

•

Peacekeeping interventions
o NATO forces in Yugoslavia (1990s)
o Other UN peace keeping interventions (African continent, …)
USA-Russia arms reduction
o Nuclear arsenals from 18000 to 8000 megatons
▪ However, 8000 megatons is still a really huge amount
War as a political instrument
o Congo conflict: 4 million dead since 1998; Sudanese civil war: 2 million dead;
conflicts in Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Mali, Sudan, Egypt, …
USA vs China: new arms race
o the Thucydides Trap says that as a rising power challenges the dominance of an
established power, that dominant power is likely to respond with violence. It's a
model for predicting when warfare is likely between two nations, but also a way to
propose alternative solutions meant to prevent warfare. (considering historical
cases, it is possible there will exist a new war)

The threat of nuclear war:
•

•
•

Potential to destroy life on earth (after 4.5 billion years)
o Short run damage: initial radiation (gamma), electromagnetic pulse, thermal pulse,
shock wave, radioactive fall out
o Long run damage: worldwide fall out, climate change, partial destruction of ozone
layer
Destructive power: Hiroshima (15 kiloton), modern weapons (megaton range)
US, Russia, Britain, France, China, India, Pakistan, Israel, … combined +10,000 warheads
o Countries with nuclear weapons

New dangers:
•

•
•
•

Proliferation of nuclear weapons
o Acknowledged: US, Russia, UK, France, China, India, Pakistan, North Korea (Israel)
o Aspiring: Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Iran, South Korea, (Saudi Arabia), Taiwan, South
Africa, (Iraq, Libya)
Control of nuclear weapons in former Soviet republics not yet fully ensured
Clean up problems of production and testing sites (US and former Soviet Union)
Non-proliferation efforts very important
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Lecture 8: Alternative Futures
Futurology:
The future is essentially “unknowable”, but major trends are foreseeable so that
1. Educated guesses about likely directions and scenarios under no change policies are possible
2. Policy changes to avoid undesirable scenarios and to attain wanted scenarios can be
formulated
3. Helpful changes in collective and individual behaviour can be listed
“Scenario planning” as a tool:
•
•
•

Inspired by military intelligence methods
Combines information about known facts with assumption on key driving forces
Example of a “scenario planning” approach:
o Decide drivers for change/ assumptions
o Bring drivers together into a variable framework
o Produce 7-9 initial mini-scenarios
o Reduce to 2-3 scenarios
o Draft the scenarios
o Identify the issues arising

Development pathways
•

•

20th century development models focused primarily on economic growth through an
increase of production and less government regulation
o Natural resource limits and pollution damage not factored in externalities, commons
problems…
o E.g. Julian Simon’s view: natural resources not finite in any real economic sense,
price signals scarcity, reduced use, substitution
Updated models, focusing on sustainable growth, integrate natural resource scarcity and
environmental costs
o A price should be put on externalities and commons issues in order to make
development and growth “sustainable” (quality of life for next generations)
o E.g. Adjusted Net Savings concept

Current outlook: key trends:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global population increasing- ageing in high-income (and emerging) economies- green
populations and youth bulges in low-income countries (Ch1)
Vast inequalities of wealth but global poverty decreasing (Ch2)
Agricultural production still outpacing population growth but requiring vast amounts of
energy, water, land (Ch3)
Increasing demand for energy in high but particularly in low income and emerging economies
using fossil fuel as key primary source (Ch4)
The challenge of climate change and global warming (greenhouse gas emissions related to
energy use) (Ch5-6)
Depletion of natural resources and environmental damage (Ch7)
Technological progress brings benefits but also risks (Ch8)
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“Business as usual” scenario:
•

•

•

•

Population
o From 7 billion (no) to 9 billion in 2050 – majority in developing countries (Africa)
o Ageing and urbanisation: 25% of the population in high income countries and 15% in
low income countries will be 65+ in 2050, 70-80% of the world population will live in
cities
Food
o 50% increase in food required by 2030 and serious supply related challenges (climate
change, energy demand, water stress, land)
Energy and climate change
o 40% increase in energy demand by 2030 and ¾ still from fossil fuels (especially coal),
2°C limit in global warming not within reach
Economic growth and development
o Decline in growth & increase in inequality (and poverty) likely

→you need a number of policy changes
An example:
•
•
•

The Ecological Footprint measures the impact of human consumption (“demand”)
The existing biocapacity measures the resources available to satisfy this consumption
(“supply”)
How will demand and supply evolve in the coming years?
→They try it by defining the ecological footprint

*The World biocapacity has a
steady growth
*since the 1970’s the use of it is
out based by people
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*middle income countries: it is
increased
*low income countries:
relatively stable

Slow-shift scenario: the
scenario, the EU has in
mind
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*overoptimistic
*India, US have this scenario in
mind

Collapse and sustainable development
•

•

•

•

Collapse warning are not new
o Rachel Carson (1962) Silent Spring
o Paul Ehrlich (1982) The Population Bomb
o Donella Meadows et al. (1972) The Limits to Growth (Club of Rome)
o Jared Diamond (2005) Collapse→ most readed book
Warnings tend to:
o Overestimate the pace of destruction (price mechanism)
o Overlook unanticipated technological innovations (e.g. Green Revolution)
But current trends (population, consumption, …) combined with natural resource limits
necessitate a focus on sustainable development
o Current generations should not compromise future generations
Collapse is real

Options to avoid collapse:
•

•

•

2 principal options to avoid collapse:
1. Improve production within sustainable limits (technology)
2. Reduce demand by slowing population growth and adopt less consumptive
lifestyles→ very difficult
Changes and efficiency in production (UNEP models 2050)
o Forest cover +21%, fish stocks +60% to +100%, soil quality +20% to +30%, water
+20%, fossil fuel consumption -35% to- 50%, greenhouse gasses stabilising
o Growth GDP 3% to 5%
Reducing demand
o Major demographic transition stabilising population
o Think globally, act locally: changing consumption patterns→ very important
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Governance
•
•

•

“The process a society uses to achieve commonly desired goals and to settle conflicts among
groups with different interests” (Hite & Seitz: 276)
Governing the commons
o Conflict between short term and long term interests (Garret Hardin: “tragedy of the
commons”) – competition and overuse, technological advantage, …
o Global commons (resources used by many of all nations): oceans, international river
systems, seabed, atmosphere, outer space
o Role of communities banding together, long term control and management (Elinor
Ostrom) avoids the tragedy
o International cooperation, e.g. ozone layer, international competitions: fossil fuel use
and global warming
Inclusive governance and the role of civil society
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Ian Goldin
•
•
•
•

Economist, development visionary
Ian Goldin is director of the Oxford Martin School
Through the school’s program of research, collaboration and education, he is powering new,
cross-disciplinary thinking about global problems of the near and far future
Filmpje slide 41:
o We need to find technology which makes us not only older but also wiser
o We need to prepare for the future and act NOW
o Individuals ad societies need to work together
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